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Closing measures
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Words by PHILANDER C. JOHNSON

Music by GRACE L. WATSON

Allegretto

1. Where the sun is high, where the sky is blue and warm, Where the
2. There's a good case To-2
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(R.P. No. 48) Copyright 1905
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THY DEEP BLUE EYE

MONICA SANS SOCCI

GERTRUDE SANS SOCCI

Moderato (In simple style)

Modercato e con molto espressione

In F (c to D or F)

In B♭ (c to F)

Why dost thou hide thy-haunting face

I asked the

Thou art too young to

Know'st thou not that full e'en grace

sun? Canst tell me what Love is?

Thou art too young to

I pray'd the

pore occa.

Canst thou not see the charm thou hast so sweet vi-

I prayed the

yet The charm the-holdeth sweet vi-

next day in

Love is a rose, The

Those when night-in-gales sweet song per-

me.

Love is a rose it

'fast to the leaf-y

Love is a rose it

When art thy thoughts of me?

Love is a rose the

'Those closing measures
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